A triblock terpolymer, polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (SBM), formed a double-helical nanoscale structure, composed of polybutadiene (PB) helical microdomains around hexagonally packed polystyrene (PS) cores in a poly(methyl methacrylate) matrix. The orientation of double-helical morphologies at various film thicknesses were studied using transmission electron microtomography, following solvent annealing and drying at a controlled solvent evaporation rate. The evaporation rate of the solvent and the film thickness were important factors in whether the double-helical microdomains were oriented parallel or perpendicular with respect to the substrate. In some cases, the perpendicularly aligned double-helical morphology extended several micrometers from the substrate to the air surface. A similar experiment using polystyrene-blockpoly(methyl methacrylate) diblock copolymer proved that the presence of helical PB microdomains around PS cylinders is the key factor in achieving a uniform orientation over several micrometers throughout the film thickness.
INTRODUCTION
Microphase-separated structures of block copolymers have attracted intense interest as building blocks for mesoscale (tens of nanometers) structures formed by self-assembly processes. Microphase-separated structures have been used as membranes, scaffolds and as nanotemplates for lithographic applications or nanoporous materials for the next generation of electronic and photonic materials. 1,2 In order to fabricate structures for these applications, the orientation of the microphase-separated structure is a key issue. Asymmetric diblock copolymers, which form a hexagonally packed cylindrical structure, tend to align parallel to the surface because of the preferential interaction of one of the constituent blocks with the substrate. Many techniques have been used to orient the cylindrical structures perpendicular to the substrate in the copolymer film, including surface affinity, 3-6 the application of shear force, 7 electric fields, [8] [9] [10] [11] and magnetic fields. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In addition, surface roughness is critical for a vertical orientation. 17 However, few of these techniques can maintain the perpendicular orientation in the copolymer thick film over several micrometers. It has been theoretically and experimentally found that the distance that the surface-directed perpendicular orientation propagates is limited to roughly one period of the microphase-separated structure. 5, 18, 19 Some studies have also shown that the orientation of microphase-separated structures can be controlled by exposing block copolymer films to solvent vapor and drying at a controlled evaporation rate. 13, 18, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] We have reported the experimental visualization of a threedimensional (3D) helical morphology for a polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) triblock terpolymer (SBM) using transmission electron microtomography (TEMT). 28 The TEMT observations revealed that the double-helical structure was composed of polybutadiene (PB) helical microdomains around hexagonal-packed polystyrene (PS) cylinder cores in a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix, even though the block copolymer was not chiral. This helical structure may have great potential as soft materials for new applications, such as templates for fabricating nanosprings or nanocoils. As with the cylinder-forming triblock copolymer system, techniques for controlling the orientation of the double-helical morphology are not well established.
In this paper, the orientation of the double-helical morphology in the SBM films is controlled by applying a solvent evaporation method, which consists of swelling the film with a solvent vapor and then drying it at a controlled evaporation rate. Structural observation of the films using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and TEMT revealed that the orientation of the morphologies depends on the film thickness and the solvent evaporation rate. Furthermore, the SBM morphologies show persistent lengths of several micrometers, which are much longer than those of the cylinder-forming diblock copolymer systems. This indicates that the lower affinity for the solvent of the PB helical microdomain around the PS cylindrical core is a key factor in stabilizing the structural orientation against solvent perturbation during evaporation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE Materials
The synthesis of the SBM triblock terpolymer has been described elsewhere. 28 The terpolymer possesses a number-average molecular weight (M n ) of 170 kg mol À1 with a polydispersity index (M w /M n ) of 1.06. Polystyreneblock-poly(methyl methacrylate) (SM) diblock copolymer (M n ¼ 205 kg mol À1 and M w /M n ¼ 1.03) was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. (Dorval, Quebec, Canada). Further characteristics of the two block copolymers are given in Table 1 .
Sample preparation and solvent annealing
The SBM triblock terpolymer films and the SM diblock copolymer films were prepared by spin-coating chloroform (CHCl 3 ) solutions onto a silicon wafer at 4000 r.p.m. The film thickness (h) was controlled by varying the concentration from 0.4 to 8 wt%. Before use, the silicon wafer was cleaned with piranha solution (H 2 SO 4 /H 2 O 2 ¼ 3:1) at 80 1C for 20 min, then rinsed in deionized water several times and dried with N 2 gas. Immediately after spin casting, the as-spun films were placed in a 1.2 l sample chamber that was filled with saturated CHCl 3 vapor ( Figure 1 ) for 2 days at 25 1C (solvent annealing). After solvent annealing, N 2 gas was blown through the sample chamber at a constant flow rate. The evaporation rate of chloroform from the films was thus controlled by the N 2 flow rate (R), which was between 20 and 80 ml min À1 .
The polymer films were removed from the chamber after they had dried completely, and were coated with a carbon layer (B10 nm) using a vacuum evaporator (JEOL JEE-420 T, JEOL Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Subsequently, the films were floated off the Si wafer using acidic NH 4 F solution. Some films were transferred to Cu mesh grids with a polyvinyl formal supporting film, and others were embedded in an acrylic resin for sectioning by ultramicrotome (Leica Ultracut UCT, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) at room temperature with diamond knives, perpendicular to the film surface in order to observe the cross-section. The ultrathin sections were transferred onto the Cu mesh grids. Before the TEM and 3D TEMT observations, the sections on the grids were exposed to OsO 4 vapor for several hours to reveal the PB domain in SBM films, or to RuO 4 vapor for several minutes to reveal the PS domain in the SBM or SM films. Finally, gold particle (B10 nm diameter) dispersions were dropped onto the grids.
TEM and 3D TEMT observations
The TEM and 3D TEMT observations were carried out on a JEM-2200FS (JEOL Co., Ltd.) operated at 200 kV and equipped with a slow-scan CCD camera (Gatan USC 4000, Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA). A series of TEM images were acquired at tilt angles from À75 1 to þ 75 1 at an angular interval of 1 1. The tilt series of the TEM images were aligned by the fiducial marker method using the gold nanoparticles as the fiducial markers and then reconstructed with the filtered-back-projection algorithm. 29, 30 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Morphology and microdomain orientation To study the effect of the solvent evaporation rate on the orientation of microphase-separated structures, SBM thin films were prepared by using a wide range of solvent evaporation rates. Figure 2a and d shows the morphologies in the as-spun SBM thin films and those after solvent annealing. The dark domains correspond to the PB microdomains, which were selectively stained using OsO 4 . Figure 2a shows that the morphology in the as-spun film is disordered with no distinct periodicity. After the solvent annealing and controlled solvent evaporation, the double-helical structure, composed of PB helical microdomains around hexagonal-packed PS cylinder cores in a PMMA matrix, was found in the SBM films (Figure 2b and d) . The diameter of the cylindrical PS microdomains is B25 nm, and the diameter and helical pitch of the PB microdomains were B10 nm and B45 nm, respectively (Figure 2f ). The morphological change from the disordered to the double-helical structure suggests that the microphase-separated structure developed during the solvent annealing and evaporation process. More importantly, the orientation of the double-helical structures varied dramatically, depending on the N 2 flow rate. A highly ordered morphology oriented parallel to the substrate was observed at R ¼ 20 ml min À1 (Figure 2b) . In contrast, a highly ordered morphology with a perpendicular orientation was observed at R ¼ 50 ml min À1 (Figure 2c ). Figure 2c also shows the well-defined lateral ordering of the double-helical structure, which is nearly defect-free over an area of 1.5 Â 1.5 mm 2 . However, as R increased, the main orientation reverted to parallel at R ¼ 80 ml min À1 (Figure 2d ). When the sample chamber was opened immediately after solvent annealing, the microdomains appeared highly disordered (Figure 2e ), which was similar to the as-spun films. The helical structures, which had already formed during the solvent annealing, were disordered because of the fast N 2 gas flow in the drying processes (discussed later in relation to Table 2 ).
In addition, the orientation varied as a function of the film thickness (h). For a thinner film, where h ¼ 190 nm, the TEM cross-sectional view showed a parallel orientation (Figure 3a) , then as h increased to 380 nm, a perpendicular morphology was observed (Figure 3b) . Moreover, as h increased to 5 mm (Figure 3c ), the perpendicular morphology was formed only near the air and substrate Orientation control of a double-helical morphology S Hong et al surfaces (Figure 3d and f) , and in the central region of the film, the helical microdomains were inclined and disordered ( Figure 3e ). As the N 2 flow rate and the film thickness strongly affected the orientation of microdomains in the SBM films, an orientation diagram was constructed by plotting the domain orientation as a function of h vs R (Figure 4) .
When h was o100 nm, the orientation of the helical microdomains was parallel to the surface regardless of R. As h increased, the perpendicular orientation emerged when R was around 50 ml min À1 . The perpendicular region grew larger as the thickness increased.
The interaction parameters, w, between the three components in SBM are 0.03 (PS/PMMA), 0.045 (PS/PB) and 0.071 (PMMA/PB), as calculated by Stadler et al., 31 which indicate that the PB is highly immiscible with the other two components, and PS and PMMA are weakly immiscible with each other. Moreover, the solubility parameter d values (Table 2) indicate that chloroform is a mutual solvent for PS and PMMA, but has lower affinity for PB. Thus, as the solvent concentration decreased during the evaporation at the free surface, the microphase separation that formed the PB microphase occurred. Meanwhile, the surface tension data in Table 2 indicate that the PB blocks prefer to be at the free surface and the substrate surface, because this results in the lowest surface free energy for the three components of the terpolymer. The PB helical domains are attached to both the substrate and the free surface in the parallel orientation, although the PB wetting layer cannot be formed on the substrate surface or the free surface because of the small fraction of PB blocks present (Figure 3a) .
The parallel orientation would be dominant in the SBM films if the only factors were the preferential wetting of PB because of the surface tension and PB condensation during the solvent evaporation at the free surface. However, the solvent evaporation also seems to be a key factor. Russell et al. 23 reported that highly oriented and ordered hexagonally packed cylindrical arrays were formed from PS-b-PEO block copolymers by solvent evaporation. Once the solvent evaporation starts, the solvent concentration is lowest at the free surface, and a concentration gradient is established normal to the film surface. As the solvent evaporates, the rearrangement of the softened helical structures begins, and the evaporation front propagates through the film, which produces a highly ordered and oriented array of cylindrical microdomains in the thin film.
In our experiments, the speed of this process is controlled by the N 2 flow rate. When the flow rate is low (20 ml min À1 ), solvent evaporation is relatively slow, and the concentration gradient is likely to be shallow. Therefore, the existing orientation of the microphaseseparated structure dominates. The dominant orientation of the helical structures is parallel in thinner films, and is directed by the effect of surface tension. A similar parallel orientation appeared at a high N 2 flow rate (80 ml min À1 ). When the film dries within minutes, there is not enough time for the helical structures to change Orientation control of a double-helical morphology S Hong et al orientation, which leaves the existing parallel orientation unaltered. The helical morphology forms under the influence of surface attraction during the solvent annealing process. The critical flow rate of N 2 decreases for thinner films; the perpendicular orientation formed at a moderate N 2 flow rate (40-60 ml min À1 ) when hE300 nm, because of the effect of the solvent concentration gradient. In addition, the range of conditions where the perpendicular orientation forms increased as the film thickness increased. As the thickness increases to several micrometers, the solvent molecules have further to diffuse through the film from the substrate to the air surface, and the solvent flow will not remain laminar throughout the film thickness. An unstable vertical solvent flow would disturb the perpendicular orientation, which resulted in the inclined orientation observed in the middle of the thick films (Figure 3e) . Figure 5 shows the highly homogenous orientation observed in the SBM film up to 1.1 mm in thickness. In this TEMT characterization, the direction along the helical structures was chosen as the tilting axis (Y axis) to reduce the information loss caused by the missing wedge phenomenon. 28, 29 The TEMT characterization confirmed the presence of the double-helical structure after the orientation was altered by solvent annealing and evaporation. The corresponding 3D reconstructed images obtained by TEMT are overlaid in Figure 5a , and it is clear that the helical structures are oriented perpendicular to the surface of the polymer film. The slice in the X-Z plane (Figure 5b) shows well-defined hexagonal packing of the helical structures, which Orientation control of a double-helical morphology S Hong et al is highly homogenous over the whole volume that was observed (800 Â 1200 Â 450 nm 3 ). An SM diblock copolymer with an S/M block ratio similar to that in the SBM triblock terpolymer was used to elucidate the role of the PB helical microdomain in orientation and ordering. The SM copolymer bulk morphology is hexagonally packed cylindrical PS microdomains in a PMMA matrix, which is similar to the bulk morphology of the SBM terpolymer, although it lacks the helical PB microdomains around the cylindrical PS cores. A typical SM thick film morphology, following solvent annealing and evaporation, is shown in Figure 6 , where h ¼ 1.1 mm and R ¼ 50 ml min À1 . The diameter of the cylindrical PS microdomain is B41 nm and the distance between the adjacent cylinders is B68 nm. The cylindrical PS microdomains cannot maintain the same orientation over the entire thickness of the SM film, and the persistence length of the PS cylinders is around 100 nm. In contrast, the morphology in the SBM film, generated under exactly the same experimental conditions, is a well-ordered perpendicular orientation ( Figure 5 ). Figures 2, 3 and 5 show that the persistence length of the helical structure is extraordinarily long for both the perpendicular and the parallel orientation. In the thick film with a perpendicular orientation, the helical structure was nearly straight over the entire film thickness of several micrometers. The persistence length of the helical structures for the parallel orientation was usually several tens of micrometers.
Role of the PB microdomains
The structural comparison of the SBM and the SM copolymers indicates that the middle block, the PB microdomain, has an important role in increasing the persistence length. During solvent annealing and evaporation, the solvent selectivity increases the solvent concentration in the PS and PMMA microdomains, whereas the solvent concentration in the PB microdomains is much lower. The solvent concentration and vertical flow during the evaporation process mean that the phase-separated structure begins to freeze from the free surface because of the low solvent concentration. However, the vertical solvent flow from the substrate surface to the free surface swells the helical structures near the free surface. As CHCl 3 is a mutual solvent for both PS and PMMA, the cylindrical structure of the SM copolymer formed near the free surface is easily disturbed by the vertical solvent flow. In the SBM copolymer, the PB helical structure near the free surface is relatively stable to the vertical solvent flow because PB has low affinity for chloroform. The PB helices, which form 'jacket tubes,' stabilize the cylindrical PS microdomains against the vertical solvent flow. Orientation control of a double-helical morphology S Hong et al CONCLUSIONS Controlling the solvent evaporation rate of solvent-annealed SBM thin films up to several micrometers thick resulted in homogeneous parallel and perpendicular orientations of the double-helical microdomains. The well-defined and almost defect-free lateral ordering of the doublehelical microdomain normal to the substrate was achieved over a 1.5 Â 1.5 mm 2 area. The perpendicular orientation of the helical morphology arises from a solvent concentration gradient that was established normal to the film surface during the solvent evaporation. Additionally, the range of conditions where the perpendicular orientation forms increased as the film thickness increased. Moreover, the PB helical microdomain, which has low affinity for the solvent, is a key factor in maintaining the orientation over a long distance. Comparison with a similar SM diblock copolymer showed that an additional block in a copolymer may result in novel structures and allow control over the orientation of the structure. This helical structure has great potential as a soft material for many new applications.
